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A: A few suspicious items that are suspicious in this case are in that answer (the revision number): It has a user ID: youtube-red The timestamps for the last two revisions are from 2014 - the year the story took place 2014-07-06 12:25:54 2014-07-06 12:25:52 The
last revision has no associated with it. Version 1.0: 2014-07-06 12:25:52 I'm not sure about the password-protected ZIP file. If you notice, the number 1 at the end is repeated five times. Update: I don't have a problem with the first two revisions, since they are

probably done by others. However, the password-protected ZIP file should probably be opened with the archive manager you are currently using. If you are using WinRAR: it's just going to prevent you from opening it with WinRAR, due to the password protection.
WinRAR will show you the contents of the ZIP file, which should be for any software, although they may not always be in a clear readable format. If you are using WinZip: there is a cryptic message like : Warning: The archive may not be encrypted, please contact the
publisher. It will show the contents of the file. On WinZip about the file: Couldn't open Password-Protected Archive. The software can't open it with the password, and the archive is protected. On WinRAR about the file: Warning: There is no password to this archive.

There is no password to this archive. Q: Makefile to compile PyObjC code I have PyObjC code of my iPhone app which compiles and runs without problem when using "make". However, when I'm trying to compile the code for archiving, it fails because of several
compilation errors. Here is the code: CC = clang CFLAGS = -arch i386 PROGRAM = APPLE OBJECTS = $(PROGRAM).m OBJECTS += APPLE APPLE_CFLAGS = -Wno-unused-command-line-argument APPLE_CXXFLAGS = $(APPLE_CFLAGS) -f
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